
Dell Technologies recommends 
Windows 11 Pro for business.

For Federal IT teams, life just got a bit easier. Protect, enable 

and enforce access seamlessly across the enterprise, while 

allowing for customization to meet specific user and policy 

requirements. Dell Latitude notebooks featuring Windows 

11 bring you the reliability and management of a business 

solution with security features only available with a modern 

operating system. All this, and a sustainability profile second 

to none, including bio-based materials, aluminum and carbon 

fiber chassis and post consumer recycled materials for  

keyboards all shipped in sustainable packaging.

We can help government IT administrators easily protect, 

enable and enforce access seamlessly, while allowing for 

customization to meet specific user and policy requirements. 

Dell Latitude notebooks are designed with the environment  

in mind, continuing to innovate with the use of sustainable 

materials including the expansion of bio-based materials, 

carbon fiber and post- consumer recycled materials  

throughout the portfolio.

 

Now is the right time for Federal
agencies to move to Windows 11.
As agencies and civil servants adapt to a more flexible and 

remote work style, keeping Federal assets and data secure 

becomes paramount. Our TAA Dell devices featuring the 

Windows 11 OS allow for the ultimate in management and 

access, no matter the location. Intuitive workflows. Modern 

security. Management ease. The evolution of the PC. 

To add Windows 11 on your new Dell devices, please contact your Dell account team. 

Support for Windows 10  
will end October 14, 2025.

Dell devices with  
Windows 11 Pro. 
Modern security and 
management for  
Federal customers.
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